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Cugete’s Optical house management system is the simplest
and effective system that provides you everything which you
need to accurately and confidently track every aspect to do
with the opticals.

Optical house management system package is one of our
most successful and popular product, used by many optical in
various location. We have come with an ideal solution to
manual optical process with software, which accounts &
manage your business on your finger tip
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Benefits of OHMS
OHMS has been designed to reduce the time and effort that is
normally associated with optical processing and to provide a direct
and seamless operation that enables you to handle the process in a
simple and accurate manner.
OHMS functionality: It is a browser based application that automates
process covering the entire optical life cycle such as order handling
with the patients and vendor, maintaining the records of patient and
vendor, inventory management in the optical.
Cost & time savings and accuracy: Saving time in maintaining records
physically as well as soft filing, printing, processing order details,
maintaining the huge database of employee etc.
Compliance support: Any regulatory change will be immediately
updated saving you from botheration to keep a track on changes in
the order.
Accountability: Any disservice can be tracked to the services provide
and compelled to make conclusion.
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Functionality key modules:
 Booking profile management
 Vendor profile management

Booking Profile management:

 Inventory management

* Patient Personal Details

 Report

* Prescription Details
* Payment Details
* Payment Status

Vendor Profile Management
 Vendor Contact Details
 Vendor Transaction Details
 Order Details of Each Vendor

Inventory Management:





Product Details
List of available product
List of most selling product
Notification for required product

Reports:
Booking Report

Vendor Report

Stock Report

* No of order booked
* No of patients visit
* Amount received as
advance
* Total income

* Item details for
each vendor
* Payment details

* List of available stock
* No of items sold
* Payment details
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Cugete Consultancy Services Pvt Ltd
We work to make web a beautiful place.We craft beautiful designs and
convert them into fully functional and user-friendy application.
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